Did You Know?
Recruitment for another set of 24 STS Fellows and their STS Mentors is underway. Please call Lynne Davanzo 824-2253 or Frank Potter at 824-5387 with the names of possible recruits. Also: Do you have a new email address? Any corrections to the Yellow Pages?

MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Fellows/Mentors Monthly Meetings*:

Thursday, April 17, 1997  Fluor Daniel
Thursday, May 15, 1997  Retreat - UCI
Thursday, June 12, 1997  Dinner for everyone in the project & Welcome to new Fellows and Mentors at UCI University Club

Sunday, August 3, 1997  7-9 pm  Kick-off August 4-22, 1997  STS Summer Institute

* All STS participants are welcome to join the Fellows and Mentors at these monthly meetings. Please RSVP to 714/824-2936.

STS News

Two STS schools, Westminster HS and Trabuco Hills HS, were selected by the Project Tomorrow program to be supported over the next few years for their projects.

If you submitted a "Renaissance" proposal but were not selected for support, let us help you find other government and/or private support agencies for your proposal. Contact Frank Potter.

Cartoon by STS Fellow John Jawor of Savannah High School

Interest Group Meeting
Next Meeting Saturday April 26 1997
at UCI 9 a.m. to 12 Noon

** in PS Trailers: More info to follow **

Some Fellow/Mentor Interactions:

Karen Siebert (Fellow, Killybrooke Elementary) and Janet Yamaguchi (Mentor, Discovery Science Museum) helped 5th grade students at Killybrooke don rubber gloves and dissect cow eyes. Each part was identified and displayed on a card.

For Internet Science, Health & STS Links:
http://www-sci.pub.uci.edu/
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